Acrow Bridge Provides Access to
New Airport in Remote Alaskan Town
The modularity of the Acrow 700XS panel bridge enables installation in remote
areas with limited equipment, without compromising heavy load capabilities.

The Town of Tununak, Alaska is located in a remote location on

The State of Alaska already owns several Acrow bridges. Two of

the northwest side of Nelson Island in the Bering Sea. It has a

these in Kenai are exactly the same size as would be required for

population of approximately 325 people whose only connection to

the Tununak airport access. This made estimating the assembly and

the outside world is by air, as there are no roads. The current airport

installation of the bridge relatively easy as the Federal Highway had

has one gravel runway and is only big enough for very small aircraft.

previous experience with the bridge specifications.

Additionally, it is plagued by cross winds, fog and poor runway
conditions so it is frequently closed to air traffic. As a result, the
airport has been relocated to a more protected location, which will
also allow for larger aircraft to improve access for freight and people.
Access to the new airport requires crossing a stream. Federal
Highways selected an Acrow bridge for the crossing due to its
unique modular design, which makes it ideal for remote construction.
Because Acrow bridges can withstand heavy loads, construction

The bridge parts were shipped to Seattle in 2013, to arrive with
the last barge of the season headed to Tununak. Tununak cannot
be accessed by barge in winter due to sea ice.
Construction was scheduled to start in January 2014 but was delayed
due to moderate temperatures, which made the site difficult to access
for construction equipment, as permafrost is needed to allow heavy
equipment to operate in the marshy conditions.

traffic was able to access the construction site via the Acrow bridge,

The 160ft x 24ft, 2 lane bridge was finally assembled with small

which made the project more economically viable. In addition,

equipment and placed by full cantilever launch method in April 2014.

Acrow bridges are made in the USA, and therefore meet federal

The bridge will have a temporary wooden deck installed by the

requirements for U.S. content and manufacturing, satisfying the

contractor to allow for their construction equipment to use the bridge

Buy America Act of 1993.

until the airport is completed. Once construction is complete, the

Modularity was a key aspect of the design in this remote area.

wooden deck will be removed and replaced with permanent Epoxy

Constructability was also a key requirement; smaller cranes and hand

coated steel decks.

tools can get out to Tununak, but larger equipment is cost prohibitive.

Specifications
Bridge length:

Live Load:

Acrow supplied 160 linear feet (48.8M)

The bridge was designed in accordance with

of bridging

the latest edition of the AASHTO LRFD bridge

Bridge width:

design specifications to HL93 vehicular.

The Acrow bridge has a 24 foot (7.3M)

Bridge design:

clear travel way between the guide rails

(A)	Panel chords, diagonals 7 verticals, panel

Guide rails:
W-shape guide rail system attached to
Acrow Panels
Deck surface:
Epoxy Coated Deck

Bridge finish:
–	All major components galvanized
to AASHTO M111-ASTM A 123
–	All bolts are hot dipped galvanized
–	All pins are electro galvanized

reinforcing chords, rakers to AASHTO
M223 GD 65
(B)	Decking, raker brace, transom, top chord
brace, swaybrace, transom brace, diagonal
chord brace to AASHTO GD 50
(C) Panel pins to ASTM A 193 GD b7
(D)	Bolts to AASHTO M164M – A325

Bridge erection:
Full cantilevered launch
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